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Volcanic earthquakes recorded by one or
several seismic stations can be characterized
by fairly similar waveforms. This similarity
arises when earthquakes have similar focal
mechanisms and close hypocentral location.

The identification of multiplets (groups) of
volcanic earthquakes is based on the mutual
correlation of waveforms, which is very
common in world practice [Ottemoller et al.,
2008; Matoza et al; 2010].

FIGURE 1. Example of earthquakes multiplets that was 
registered at Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat, 2003 

[1].

Introduction



Introduction

Purpose: to identify multiplets of earthquakes based on the similarity of
waveforms.

Tasks:

1. Get acquainted with the existing techniques for the detector of groups of
earthquakes.

2. Program development.

3. Testing the program using the example of the seismic mode "drumbeats"

4. Qualitative assessment of the program results.



FIGURE 2. Libraries for the “DrumCorr” implementation.

https://github.com/ZiCode0/DrumCorr

Program implementation



Algorithm of the program "DrumCorr"

FIGURE 3. Flowchart of the “DrumCorr” program operation algorithm.



Algorithm of the program "DrumCorr"

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of the algorithm for calculating the maximum amplitude of 

each signal.



Highlighting events with STA / LTA

FIGURE 7. The 1: 4 ratio for STA / LTA when selecting the time series of each signal.



Algorithm of the program "DrumCorr"

FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the algorithm for calculating the average STA/LTA 1/2.



Algorithm of the program "DrumCorr"

FIGURE 6. Flowchart of the algorithm for calculating the average STA/LTA 2/2.



FIGURE 8. Configuration file for running the program in Json format.

Preparation before starting the program



The result of the program



Visual representation of the program results

FIGURE 9. A template earthquake of the “drumbeats” regime, KZV, channel SHZ (a);

a fragment of the seismic record, KZV, channel SHZ, 2011/09/27 with the corresponding 

correlation coefficients relative to the template earthquake (b).

SNR < 3 SNR > 20



Estimation of the standard deviation of the 
correlation coefficient
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• ri - correlation coefficient

• n - number of samples

• xi - amplitude
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• δ𝑧 - estimate of the standard deviation of the noise z

• m - number of samples

• xi - amplitude.

[Weichao Xu, Changrun Chen, 2019]



Estimation of the standard deviation of the 
correlation coefficient

FIGURE 10. The calculated correlation coefficients of the sequence of the “drumbeats” regime 

earthquakes, shown in Fig. 7 and 8, and their standard deviation.

SNR < 3 SNR > 20



Photo by Alexander Bichenko

Photo from the camera of the KF 

FRC EGS RAS, installed 10 km 

from the volcano

Thank you for your attention!
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